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As we reflect on the past year, we are filled with
gratitude and we are so very thankful for the
abundance the year has brought. We have heard over
and over again that you all are busy and for that we are
grateful. Take time to reflect on the successes of the
past year as you set your sights on the year ahead.
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We wish you a happy holiday season. Stay happy and
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History's great achievers have always managed themselves. This sounds so much
easier than it is because those who manage themselves are the rare exception. We
must learn to develop and manage ourselves. We have to take risks and challenge
ourselves, so we can make the greatest impact and stay alert for the almost 50 years
or more of our working life, which means knowing how and when to change the way
we work and know who we are as a human being.
Peter Drucker developed an Idea in Practice. To build a life of excellence, begin by
asking yourself these questions:

ORK?
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This practice takes discipline, and many managers and leaders need assistance to
authentically answer these questions. What does an outside or alternate viewpoint
provide you as a leader?
I suggest these 6 benefits which are key to future growth.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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SOUNDING BOARD
CURIOSITY
CHALLENGE
DISCOVER 'AHA' MOMENTS
ACCOUNTABILITY
SUPPORT

SOUNDING BOARD:
At the most basic level, a second opinion serves as a sounding board. Seems
simple enough right? However, when you really think of it, when was the last
time you felt truly listened to? How often in this world of constant talking and
no silence do we get a chance to sit with a problem, and to think it through
fully? In this world of speaking and no listening, when do we have someone
who is completely focused on listening to us, not just our words, but also
listening at a deeper level to the meaning between the lines, listening to what
is unspoken, and listening to the emotions in the midst of the silences?
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CURIOSITY:
During deep and focused listening, the curiosity arises of why? Why is it this
way? What makes you think this? Where does it come from? These questions
and many more get you to stop and look at the ‘obvious’ with a fresh
perspective. This curiosity, free from judgement, helps us re-evaluate our
thinking. Deep questions that arise from deep listening can lead to our ‘aha’
moments. It is these questions that can lead from “Yes, I know I should
probably be doing that.” to “Oh, now I understand what has been preventing
me from taking action!”

CHALLENGE:
At times we tend to sink into our comfort zones, it’s not called a comfort zone
for nothing! It’s comfortable! We like it. Analyzing our curiosity helps us to get
out of our comfort zones, by taking small steps. We want to stretch and flex
our skills and muscles, without creating such huge leaps that we end up in the
panic zone. If we are not challenged from time to time, we don’t grow.

OUR ‘AHA’ MOMENTS:
This is often the biggest payoff of alternate viewpoints. When you reach the
“Oh, I didn’t think of it that way before!” moment. It is this shift in thinking that
clears the blockages. The new insight gained creates new energy and
momentum to move forward.

ACCOUNTABILITY:
Once we’ve arrived at a point where we know what the next step is, we need to
ensure that life does not get in the way, that we don’t lose focus on our goals.
An accountability partner will help you break down your goals into achievable
pieces and support you in your progress. Accountability partners increase
your likelihood of success.

SUPPORT:
We all need more support, especially in today’s world. There is a reason why
most sporting activities have supporters. It helps you go that extra mile. We
all need someone who will cheer us on and encourage us.

These are just a few of the valuable tools leaders require in this world of increasing
demands with decreasing connection and support. Where are you finding
encouragement and support in the ever-evolving world of stairs?

We would like to thank SMA member, Eileen Timmins with Aingilin, for contributing to
this article. If you are interested in a professional, outside viewpoint you can find more
information at ainglin.com.
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CODE DEVELOPMENT
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The second of the two ICC hearings of the 2024 IBC Code cycle, the ICC Public
Comment Hearing, was held in Pittsburg, PA, September 21-26. Inexplicable
was the unprecedented rate at which the hearings proceeded. On several
occasions, in the past, I have had to extend my travel plans but never in my
experience of attending code hearings since 1995 have the proceedings
allowed me to leave a day earlier than expected. Whether or not it had a direct
effect, I believe all attendees welcomed the return to normal in Pittsburg after
the prior “Virtual” Committee Action Hearings in April.
During the virtual setting of the spring hearing, it seemed difficult, at best, to
make your point clearly. The committee seemed to split by just a vote or two on
many issues giving the impression of a lack of prior internal discussion that
aids in better understanding of each issue and closer consensus. In many
cases, it seemed the committee was discussing the issue for the first time. An
unfavorable recommendation in the initial Committee Action Hearing (CAH)
means you are at an unfavorable advantage in the second hearing of the voting
members as the first step is to overturn the committee’s decision before you
can introduce a new motion on the issue.
Following the hearings, the issues are compiled into a ballot to be voted upon
online by the ICC membership at large. Members have access to the written
proposals and public comments as well as the videos and results of both
hearings from which to decide upon the issues. This is called the Online
Governmental Consensus Vote, OGCV. The preliminary results were released
mid-December with final results pending certification by the Validation
Committee and subsequent approval by the ICC Board of Directors.
With no appeals reported to date it is likely the pending results will stand.
Overall, in the two hearings of the 2024 IBC we testified to offered testimony on
29 issues related to Stairs, Guards, Handrails and Ramps. Of those the SMA’s
position was sustained in 22 of the issues. The SMA was the proponent of 8 of
the 29 related issues 4 were approved and 4 were disapproved.
Members, read "The Rest of the Story" regarding the resulting changes on your
member site.

The Rest of the Story
WINTER 2021
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SMA STORIES
WHY MEMBERSHIP MATTERS TO YOU!
Again we caught up with some SMA members and asked them to share their SMA Story with you!
These stories help showcase the talented craftsmen of the SMA who find value in their involvement
with their fellow tradesmen. As you know, the collective knowledge of this group is vast, but the
willingness to share that knowledge is what sets the SMA apart. Whether you utilize the SMA
Mentorship Program or simply choose to contact a fellow member, you will be met with kindness, a
willingness to provide assistance, and spirited conversation about stairs.

"We initially joined the SMA to enter the
StairCraft Awards competition and soon
recognized the critical work the SMA had
been doing for the entire stair industry with
code advocacy.

Delon
Shetler
Heartland Stairways

Soon, I also appreciated all I could learn by
being involved and started experiencing many
positive results of applying this new
information. The vast amount of knowledge
present at SMA events, and willingness of all
these competitors to freely share their
knowledge, is amazing and humbling to me.
Since first joining 8 years ago I have acquired
many terrific friends in the stair world and
this has been my most unexpected and now
most valued benefit of the SMA."

SMA Code

Development

"Several years ago I met Dave Cooper at a trade
show and he invited me to join the SMA and it was
one of the best decisions I ever made!
Because of the SMA, we have made great friends
and have become many member’s insurance
agents. The people are wonderful and the events
are excellent! My insurance carrier also believes
that a SMA member is of the highest quality and
has extended the best terms possible because of
the training and code compliance regimens"

Representative

Derek
Wirz
The Southern Agency
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"When the final building inspection took place
on a 5 building compound, high on a
mountain overlooking the South Pacific, the
ONLY thing that didn’t pass inspection was
the size of all our handrails. Needless to say,
we got a rather panicked phone call from the
Owner’s Rep, who happened to be with the
building inspector at that moment.

Shawn
Christman
Coriolis Design

I recalled we had redesigned the architect’s
detail of the handrail, because his original
design was non-conforming. But that was two
years before. So I told the Owner’s Rep I’d
have to look it up and call him back in 20
minutes.
SMA Code

We pulled out the drawings, printed out a full size copy of the handrail profile
and
Development
laid it on the Type 2 matrix found in the SMA’s Visual Interpretation. Sure enough,
Representative
we had designed the handrail exactly per the requirements for Type 2 rails. I
phoned the site and told him I was faxing over the Type 2 matrix and the rail
profile. I suggested he show the inspector the rail, this tool and the code and let
him decide for himself.
This was a big win that came from being SMA members. These five buildings had
11 outdoor staircases! I can’t imagine the cost we would have faced if we had
been told to remove and rebuild it all had we failed final inspection."

WHAT IS

YOUR STORY?

CLICK HERE!

Share your SMA Story with us! We hear time and time
again that the SMA has had an incredible impact on the
lives of our members. These stories make us swell with
pride as we showcase our incredible members. We exist
for you and because of you!
Please take a quick minute to share your story. There is
no story too big or too small. What is your SMA Story?
WINTER 2021
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2021

A YEAR OF FIRSTS!

2021 was a year of incredible growth for the SMA. Like most
people, we were thrown head first into the digital world when the
pandemic hit in 2020. We pivoted to meet the needs of our
members by learning, growing and embracing the digital space
so we could continue to provide exceptional opportunities for
our membership, virtually.
We held Lunch and Learns, Social Hours and Workshop Tours
online including Shop Tours of 8 different companies. While we
all agree the in-person experience cannot be replaced, the video
tours were just what we needed to receive inspiration in 2021 as
we learned great information from our hosts.

Also in 2021, the SMA saw a long-term dream become reality
with the approval of the AWI SMA 0643 Wood Stair, Handrail and
Guard Systems standard. What began as a conversation
between to members over 20 years ago, morphed into an
approved American National Standards Institute standard thanks
to the Architectural Woodworking Institute (AWI) Technical
Committee and the SMA Quality Standards Committee.
Another great initiative created this year is the Mentorship
Program. It focuses on knowledge sharing for the betterment of
the stair industry. This initiative has opened up the lines of
communication between novice and expert stairbuilders.

Additionally, we improved the SMA Code Certification Program.
We updated the Glossary or Stair Terminology and also created a
3D Stair Anatomy model to help users better understand the
various parts of a stair. And, we have produced a stair video
with the help our of our members in an effort to show the
incredible trade that is stairbuilding and stair part
manufacturing.

WE CANNOT WAIT TO SEE WHAT 2022
HAS IN STORE FOR THE SMA!
WINTER 2021
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CONFERENCE

Memphis, Tennessee
April 28 - 30
Net wor k , L ea r n, C el ebr a t e, a nd E x hi bi t a t t he
P r emi er C onfer ence of t he St a i r I ndus t r y!

Net wor k , L ea r n, C el ebr a t e, a nd E x hi bi t a t t he
P r emi er C onfer ence of t he St a i r I ndus t r y!
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REGISTER
NOW!
2022 AWARD CATEGORIES
Best Stair Part
Best Balustrade
Best Straight Stairway - Traditional
Best Straight Stairway - Modern
Best Curved Stairway - Traditional
Best Curved Stairway - Modern
Best Spiral Stairway
Best Stairway Renovation
Best Commercial Stairway
Best Production Stairway
Challenger Award
"Anything But Stairs"

WWW.STAIRWAYS.ORG/AWARDS
WINTER 2021
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UPCOMING EVENTS
VIRTUAL AND IN-PERSON
Virtual Workshop
Friday & Saturday, February 4 & 5
10:00 AM ET - 1:00 PM ET
Travel to Ohio, virtually, to learn from Cincinnati Stair
and John Wonderly Architectural Woodworking as they
share their successes and the lessons learned along the
way. This two-day event will take you behind the scenes
of two very different stair companies.
This event is for SMA Members ONLY!

REGISTER!

Stair Balustrade Class
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
March 7th, 8th and 9th
The SMA Stair Balustrade Class is headed to
Chesterfield, Missouri. This three-day, hands-on
course focuses on core design and installation
for over-the-post and post-to-post stair systems.
This course is open to ALL!

LEARN MORE!

Meet the Candidates
Tuesday, January 11th
3:30 PM ET
The SMA has received applications from 6 highly
qualified candidates to join the Board of
Directors. We will be meeting the candidates on
Tuesday, January 11th at 3:30 PM ET. Mark
your calendars for this candid conversation with
the nominees as we learn more about their stair
history and their desire to shape the future of
the SMA. Members! Watch your email for the
meeting credentials.

WINTER 2021
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LEADERSHIP
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In the wee hours of the morning while most people are still asleep the Education
Committee has been hard at work for the SMA and its members. Well, not exactly, but
it sure sounded “cool”!
In all seriousness, the Education Committee has a variety of great things happening
which we would like to share with you. The Education Committee is now being
chaired by a new leadership team to so we can continue to bring valuable educational
opportunities to you. The new leadership team is Rusty Parks, Jonathan Webster, and
myself. We truly appreciate those who have led this committee in the past and are
thankful for their contributions as they navigated uncharted territory for the SMA and
its members.
The new leadership team allows the Education Committee to better focus on various
aspect of stair education by providing exceptional learning experiences in several key
areas. There are various task groups within the committee which gives team
members the opportunity to be laser focused on one area, versus spreading their
expertise over a variety of topics.
Some of the areas of focus include the development of a "Stair Sales" class that is
geared toward manufacturers and distributors of stair components. Also, we will be
having live-in person Stair Balustrade instructional class in 2022. The AIA task group
has 4 approved courses and is working to develop new curriculum for future SMA
Architectural Education Certification courses - another huge "win" for the SMA
membership.
As we look to the new year, our goal is to continue providing Workshop Tours, both
virtually and in-person. The Shop Tours that are included in these workshops are
invaluable learning tools. We realize not everyone will attend a virtual tour or vice
versa while some will attend both experiences. We also plan to continue offering our
virtual Lunch and Learns. A task group is developing a monthly schedule and
recruiting talent for our Lunch and Learn series.
As you can see, a lot of great things are planned for 2022 but they cannot happen
without volunteers. Obviously, these goals do not magically happen, they are made
possible because of an incredible group of volunteers. We would LOVE to have YOUR
involvement to bring these dreams to life! There are several task groups working
simultaneously to bring these goals into focus. These task groups are looking for
members who are willing to meet at regular intervals with structured, set times
(typically an hour or less) and a sharpened focus.
Please contact Rusty, Jonathan, myself or the SMA Office if any of these educational
goals are of interest to you! Thanks so much for your continued support and active
involvement. We are looking forward to a bright 2022.
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CODE CERTIFICATION
Congratulations to these 2021 code certified SMA members.

2021 CODE LEVEL I CERTIFICATIONS
Aa'eedah, Bey, RAM-LEAF Design Services
Aaron Arzola, JD Stairs
Allen Townsell, Crown Heritage

CODE CERTIFIED...

Austin Littlefield, JD Stairs
Azalia Ditore, JD Stairs
Benjamin Webster, JD Stairs
Dan Holden, Coffman Stair Parts
Daniel Webster, JD Stairs
Derek Barksdale, Coffman Stair Parts
Dustin LaFleur, JD Stairs
Eddie Cruz, JD Stairs
Frank Gentile, Coffman Stair Parts
Fredis Coreas - JD Stairs
Gabe Saenz, Coffman Stair Parts
Ignacio Roblesgil, JD Stairs
Jay Leath, Coffman Stair Parts
Jay Smith, Coffman Stair Parts
Jim Merlucci, Coffman Stair Parts
Jimmy Kastrinakis, Coffman Stair Parts
John Curry, JD Stairs
Johnny Osorto, Coffman Stair Parts
Justin Rollo, JD Stairs
Keegan Zondler, JD Stairs
Kevin Conley, Coffman Stair Parts
Krystal Fry, Cincinnati Stair & Handrail
Lindsey Saxon, Coffman Stair Parts
Mark Gundling, Coffman Stair Parts
Michael Lavelle, Salter Spiral Stairs
Mike Volan, Coffman Stair Parts
Omar Soto, JD Stairs
Peter Mormillo, JD Stairs
Randy Gardner, JD Stairs
Ryan Pendarvis, JD Stairs
Samuel Hart, Paragon Stairs
Sebastian Seaha-Bannish, JD Stairs
Steve Mueller, Coffman Stair Parts
Tyler Smith, JD Stairs
Zach Kyker, JD Stairs
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CODE CONNECTION
WITH DAVID COOPER
In November, we began releasing Code
Connection episodes with Dave Cooper
the SMAs Code Development
Representative. These videos are
released on the 1st and 15th of each
month and focus on answering your
most common code questions. We
kicked off the series with a discussion
centered around the differences
between IRC and IBC residential
occupancies. Does a 4 story residence
fall under the IRC or IBC? Our next
video focused on the Type II Handrail
Test that Shawn Christman bragged
about in his SMA Story in this newsletter. Do you know how to properly use this project saving aid?
Earlier this month, Dave talked about stair width and how it trips us up. Most recently, he discussed
handrail continuity specifically with regard to open riser stairways.
These videos are for members only and are quickly becoming a fan favorite. We have heard from
several of our seasoned stairbuilders who are receiving clarity they did not know they needed!
Members, don't forget, Dave Cooper continues to be just an email or phone call away to help with your
code questions.

VISUAL INTERPRETATION
OF THE

STAIR BUILDING CODE
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STAIRWAYS.ORG/STORE
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MEMBERS ONLY

Download your copy of the
2018, 2015 or 2012 Visual
Interpretation of the
Stairbuilding Code for FREE
from the SMA Members Store!
STAIRWAYS
STAIRWAYS
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WELCOME!
These members made the great decision to join the SMA in 2021.

ADVANCED STAIR SYSTEMS-PA -

AFFORDABLE STAIR PARTS -

Steve Guenzel

Zhiara Bernal

ALL AMERICAN STAIR COMPANY AMERICAN SANDERS ARTEFERRO-MIAMI -

Rusty Cunning and Roy Cox

Matteo Gonzato

NEW MEMBERS...

BETTER BUILDERS, LLC -
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BEZDAN SALES -

Carlos DeAnda

Jennifer Boudreau

CGA PROJECT MANAGEMENT CP ADHESIVES, INC. -

H.B. MILLWORK HAPFO USA -

INDITAL US -

Jon Sellars

Andrew DiGiammo

Jeffrey Pitcher

Sondra Russell

Bo Misiaszek
Matteo Gonzato

J&J ELITE CARPENTRY -

Jose Lugo

JOHN CHRISTOPHER STAIRS AND RAILS-

THE MILLWORK SHOP -

William "Bill" Emow

MODERN STAIR AND RAILING COMPANY -

P&J MANUFACTURING -

SPRING CREEK CONSTRUCTION -

Aa'eedah Bey
Steve Vandemark

Matt Lochner

TRIAD/MERRICK MACHINE COMPANY TREAD STAR STAIRS -

Lowell Tuma

Aaron Lowy

TOTTA HARDWOOD FLOORING, LLC VIEWRAIL -

Rob Brindley

Dave Herman

RAM-LEAF DESIGN SERVICES TML WOODWORKS -

John Souto

Mike Totta

JJ Johnson

WIDESTAR INTERNATIONAL -

Douglas Lauw

WONDERWORKS BY JOHN HAMILTON -

John Hamilton
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UPDATES FROM SMA MEMBERS

House of Forgings is pleased to announce that Boyd Winkler has
joined the HOF team as President of Sales & Marketing. “His years
of experience as well as his high personal integrity made him a
no-brainer for our organization. We are beyond excited to have
him leading our national team into 2022 and beyond.” - Manuel
Vela - President of HOF
Boyd entered the stair industry more than 30 years ago when
family friends Bill Martin and Dick Hansen purchased Quick Flight
Stairs in Marietta, Georgia - the company was later renamed
Southern Staircase. He was hired at 16 to load trucks, work in the
parts department, and drive as a route driver. Later attending the
University of Alabama, he was hired by one of Southern
Staircase's suppliers - Fitts Industries. Read More...

HELP US PROVIDE PROGRAMMING THAT MEETS
YOUR NEEDS. COMPLETE OUR SURVEY.

MEMBER NEWS...

MEMBER NEWS!

CONNECT WITH US
SO WE CAN STAY CONNECTED WITH YOU.
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ANSI/AWI SMA 0643 WOOD STAIR,
HANDRAIL, AND
GUARD SYSTEMS
STANDARD
Effective August 15, 2021
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2021-2022

SMA

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Available online at
awinet.org and
stairways.org.

RUSTY PARKS

ANDY CHATMAN

CHRISTOPHER ADAMS

DEREK WIRZ

BOB KING

JONATHAN WEBSTER

TERRIE STOKES

DALE REUTTER

JOHN WONDERLY
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